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LEP(theory) past� An extensive collection of theoretical predictions forobservables in e+e� interactions at LEP 2 energieshad been presented in the 1996 CERN Report of theWorkshop on Physics at LEP2.LEP(theory) present� However, an update with improved theoretical pre-scriptions was needed in order to match the preci-sion achieved by now in the experimental analyses() LEP2/MC Workshop.Few people left and only the though problems : : : : : : : : :
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2f Physics, mostly 2f-4finterplay� Pair corrections can be a very small e�ect due tothe near-cancellation of real and virtual pairs.� Whenever the e�ect of pairs is of order 0:1%, it isbelow the LEP combined precision of any 2f cross-section.� Thus, whenever pairs are an issue of order 1% ormore this can become important for LEP wide com-binations.Let's continue with a simple case,e+e� PP-corrections to e+e� ! bb (1)Diagrams are in Fig. 1. Few de�nitions� DIAGRAMS of the �rst row � Multi-Peripheral orMP;� DIAGRAMS of the second row � Initial State Sin-glet, or ISS;� DIAGRAMS of the third row � Initial State Non-Singlet, or ISNS;� DIAGRAMS of the fourth row � Final State, orFS.With both  and Z exchange, so that there are ISNS,ISNSZ and interference. On top of real PP one hasvirtual e+e� pairs:4



; Ze�e+ ffTill last year, TOPAZ0 and ZFITTER only includedISNS plus virtual, with ISS optional. Theapproximation is well justi�ed around the Z-peak butnow we have to move to higher energies.r Furthermore, one has to add a proper de�nition ofsoft pairs and of hard pairs:� Soft(Hard) Invariant Mass pairs, or SIM(HIM)pairs,according to some pair mass cut.r Collaborations are strongly in favour of applying assimple cuts as possible, cuts on IM of the secondarypair only.r altenative option: ! de�nition from Feynman di-agrams. Mass cuts can be found, which nearly 1 : 1() choosing certain, e.g. ZZ rejection.Strictly related is the quest for an operative,universally accepted, separation of variouscontributions. Consider again the processe+e� ! bbe+e�; � contributes to three di�erentprocesses:5
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� genuine 4f events;� e+e� PP-corr to e+e� ! bb;� bb PP-corr to Bhabha scattering.An { easy-to-implement { separation: let the processbe speci�ed bye+e� ! bb(Q2) + e+e�(q2) (2)Integrate and reduce � to a two-fold integral with:4m2b < Q2 < (ps� 2me)2;4m2e < q2 < (ps� qQ2)2: (3)Introduce two cuts zp; zs, i.e. primary and secondarycuts and de�ne] e+e� PP-corr to e+e� ! bb:zp s < Q2 < (ps�2me)2; 4m2e < q2 < minfzs s ; (ps�qQ2)2g:(4)] bb PP-corr to Bhabha scattering:zp s < q2 < (ps�2mb)2; 4m2b < Q2 < minfzs s ; (ps�qq2)2g:(5)] while the remaining portion of the phase space isbackground.� At the same time, we must address what has to goin the calculation and what is already subtractedfrom the data. 7



� Then, you apply a theory correction, actually a sub-traction obtained from MC, to go to signal de�ni-tions. Typical example?4 Using IM cuts ) relatively large corrections (5%),most of which are due to MP.4 Here you will have to apply a rather large subtrac-tion, which is rather unnatural.4 Of course, we can take the MP into account, butonly if some reasonable cut is applied to M(bb).Finally we come to the most complicate con�gurations,e+e� ! qq �QQ; (6)or even worst, e+e� ! q1q1q2q2; e.g. uuuu etc. con-�gurations.Generalization of the separation of the 2f signal fromthe 4f background. Two options:� At least one pair has an IM greater than zp s (qqpairs { qQ pairs { qQ; qQ pairs)� at least one pair has an IM greater than zp s whileall remaining con�gurations have IM less than zs s.Now we come to the really di�cult part of theproblem.8



]] Since arbitrarily low SIM pairs are allowed, in bothcases, a parton-level calculation cannot be accurateenough.[ Under the simpli�ed assumption that one pair (theQ2 one) is HIM enough and that the remaining one(the q2 one) is SIM enough we can write � asd�fdq2dQ2 =  ��!2 �f (Q2)Rhad(q2)3 sq2 f �s;Q2; q2� : (7)\ Two problems: The �rst one will be referred to asthe double-counting problem� At the parton level, e+e� ! qq �QQ and, for instancewe want to Pq to de�ne the Q-line shape.� However, when we also PQ to have the full hadronicLS, proper care must be taken in order to avoiddouble-counting.� At the parton level this can be done but we neede+e� ! �QQ + hadrons; (8)through Rhad(s), and the problem is, by far, moresevere.� Thus, yes, we have to agree on what should happenonce Rhad(s) is called for low s.� A black-box-routine for Rhad is needed. Why thisinterest in having Rhad(s)?9



� Well, without it we are bound to KKKS and tothe description of hadron radiation in terms of mo-ments. This description is well justi�ed around theZ-resonance and for reasonably high values of thezmin parameter where one, quite arbitrarily, de�nesa primary pair and a secondary one.� If zmin is high enough, > 0:25, there is no overlappingin the hadronic line-shape, i.e. no double-counting.If, however, zmin < 0:25, we do not know how to dealwith double-counting in the KKKS formulation.
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Tentative conclusions:_ The whole 4f must be included to compute the 2fcross-sections;^ The whole 4f is to be divided into two components,signal and background.{ For our purposes their de�nition is peculiar, sig-nal is what you have implemented into the SAcodes.{ background is what one subtracts by using aMC, typically GRC4f.We go from one extreme solution to the other:� background= ;, if everything is includedin the SA. MP is an example of something di�cultto implement into the SA if low-IM regions are re-quired.� signal = ISNS, i.e. everything else (largee�ects) is subtracted by MC. However, using di�er-ent MC programs would bring to subtractions thatdi�er by some per-cent, which then would have tobe regarded as a theoretical systematic uncertainty.11



4f Physics
 One should remember that the experimental situa-tion is rather di�erent for WW with respect to theother processes.
 For W -pairs, LEP (ADLO) is able to test the theoryto below 1%, ie, below the old uncertainty of �2%established in 1995. Thus the CC03-DPA consti-tutes a very important theoretical development.
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e+e� WW f 01�f1�f 02f2production decaysFigure 2: The generic structure of the factorizableW -pair contributions. Theshaded circles indicate the Breit{Wigner resonances, whereas the open circlesdenote the Green functions for the production and decay sub-processes upto O (�) precision.
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WW WWW WWWWW  WWFigure 3: Examples for virtual (top) and real (bottom) non-factorizable cor-rections to W -pair production. The black circles denote the lowest-orderGreen functions for the production of the virtual W -boson pair.
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CC03
 However, ADLO cannot test single-W or ZZ-signalto better than �5 � 10%, �tot is O (1 pb) or less, 20times smaller than �WW .� There is a nice global agreement between the newDPA predictions for CC03, which are 2%�3% lowerthan the old o�cial approach.� However, there remains a discrepancy of 0:8% atps = 200GeV.
e�e+ ; Z WW du�ee� + e+ �ee� WW �ee�duFigure 4: The CC03 family of diagrams, annihilation � conversion.
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e�e+ ; Z e� �ee�W du + e�e+ ; Z �e�e e�W du
e�e+ ; Z u duW �ee� + e�e+ ; Z dd uW �ee�Figure 5: Diagrams belonging to the CC11 � CC03 family.
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e+ �ee� e�duW; Z + duW; Ze+ �ee� e�duu; ZWe+ �ee� e� + dud; ZWe+ �ee� e�duWZe+ �ee� e� + duWWe+ �ee� e�Figure 6: The t-channel component of the CC20 family of diagrams: fusion,bremsstrahlung and multi-peripheral.
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Single { W� In single-W production there are interesting gauge-invariance issues due to unstable particle.The experimentalists however, are asking for ISRand pt e�ects, comparisons including PS, SF andexponentiation.� In single-W production we have a 2% TU associatedwith the scale of the t-channel , with a projected1% TU when the Fermion-Loop scheme will receivemore cross-checks.and QED� For simple processes like e+e� annihilation and collision, the evolution of the scale in the SF/PSalgorithms can be determined by the exact pertur-bative calculations.� However, this is not possible for more complicatedprocesses. When no exact O (�) is available thenone resorts to the approximate scale from �rst ordersoft corrections.� Therefore we have a conservative 4% TU for ISRfrom t-channel and pt for single-W production.18



NC02� Compared to the experimental uncertainty on theNC02 �ZZ a di�erence of 1% between theoretical pre-dictions is acceptable.However, it would be nice to improve upon the ex-isting calculations.� For the �NC02 we have a 1% TU, estimated by varyingthe IPS in GENTLE and in ZZTO.� However, given the experimental uncertainty a TUin this order is acceptable and does not seem torequire the implementation of missing e�ects.� The implementation of a DPA calculation, in morethan one code, in �NC02 will bring the TU at thelevel of 0:5%, similar to CC03.
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More details.� There is now a satisfactory overall agreement be-tween the new DPA predictions for CC03, whichare 2%�3% lower than in the old o�ciaal approach.� However, the discrepancy is 0:8% at ps = 200GeV.This should be compared with the current exper-imental precision of �0:9% with all ADLO data at183 � 202GeV combined, compatible with the cur-rent TU.� The technical precision for e+e� ! 4f+ has reachedhigh standards but at the moment we are unable topresent any overall statement on the TU.This is true in particular for the single-W con�gu-ration.� We expect that the present TU of 0:8% on �CC03 willbe reduced to a 0:5% when the sources of the dif-ferences between RacoonWW and YFSWW will be betteranalyzed.� To go below this level of accuracy would requirethe complete calculation of one-loop radiative cor-rections in 4f production,a program that does not seem feasible in a forsee-able future. 20



� In single-W production most of our activity was cen-tered around gauge-invariance issues due to unsta-ble particle.� The net e�ect of QED is between 8% and 10% forLEP 2, with s-channel SF over-estimating the e�ectby � 4%.� Furthermore, SF with a modi�ed scale seems toagree with PS at the level of 1% when experimentalcuts are included or even better for a fully extrap-olated setup.
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Figure 7: The e�ect of LL QED corrections to the cross section of the single-W process e+e� ! e���u �d for di�erent choices of the Q2-scale in the elec-tron/positron SF. Left: absolute cross section values; Right: relative di�er-ence between QED corrected cross-sections and the Born one. The marker� represents the Born cross-section,  represents the correction given byQ2� = s scale, } represents the correction given by Q2� = jq2�j scale, 4 thecorrection given by the scales of eq. (??), the correction given by the naivescales of eq. (??). The entries correspond to 183, 189, 200 GeV.
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Figure 8: d�=d cos �e [fb/degrees] for e+e� ! ude��e with M(ud) > 45GeVand ps = 183 GeV.� As far as the scale of �QED is concerned we �nd thatthe results with a rescaling of �QED for the t-channel that has been implemented in NEXTCALIBUR, SWAPand WPHACTshow an agreement with EFL predictions (WTO) thatis roughly around 2%.� The EFL itself usually register an accuracy of 1%.23



Figure 9: Total cross-section for e�e+ ! e���eu �d at ps = 200 GeV with�e < 0:1� as a function of the lower cut on Mu �d in IFL and IFL� schemes.The markers give the results of FW and FL by WTO.
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� For single-W , therefore, we register a conservative,overall, upper bound of �5% for TU.� At the moment the TU for QED ISR is estimatedby taking the average of the Born result with theone corrected via s-channel SF,where SF(t; p2tW ) > SF(s) by +5% at 200GeV and Born> SF(s) by +12%.� Implementation of the FL scheme in single-W (inaddition to WTO) will bring the TU associated withthe scale of �QED a 1%, w.r.t. present 2%.� A better understanding of QED ISR in single-Wproduction is certainly needed in order to reducethe corresponding TU, hopefully around 1%.� This, however, requires to go beyond the soft ap-proximation, not an easy task.� Since DPA cannot be applied to single-W produc-tion one should include corrections in (improved)Weizs�acker-Williams approximation.� For the moment this is not strictly needed but single-W will be one of the major processes at LC to mea-sure not only TGC but also MW without color re-connection. 25



The future: LCExtension of DPA� The goal of a signal de�nition is to be able to com-bine the di�erent �nal state measurements from dif-ferent experiments so that the new theoretical cal-culations can be checked with data at a level betterthan 1%.� Note, however, that �CC03 will become very prob-lematic at LC energies, where the background dia-grams and the gauge dependences are much larger.Sudakov corrections� In the SM of EW interactions the W and Z bosonsget their masses via the Higgs mechanism,and the Sudakov logarithms naturally appear in thevirtual EW corrections.There are two standard regimes of the Sudakovlimit, s!1:1. On-shell massless fermions and gauge bosonswith a small, non-zero, mass, M2 � s;26



2. massless gauge bosons and o�-shell massless fermions.� Sudakov logarithms grow rapidly with energy andbecome dominant in the TeV region, available atthe LC.� The analysis of the Sudakov corrections is thus ofthe high importance for the next generation of ac-celerators.� The two-loop leading and NLO logarithmic correc-tions in the TeV region have been obtained� the corresponding corrections to �tot and asymme-tries in e+e� ! �+��; qq have been found to be of afew percent magnitude at the energy of 1� 2TeV.� The e�ect is particularly important for e+Le�L !hadrons, where, at the TeV threshold, the EW cor-rections are already above QCD corrections.
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Single-W� Bosonic corrections for single-W are still missingand, very often, our experience has shown, espe-cially at LEP1, that bosonic corrections may be-come sizeable.� A large part of the bosonic corrections, as e.g. theleading-logarithmic corrections, factorize and canbe treated by a convolution. Nevertheless the re-maining bosonic corrections can still be non-negligible,i.e., of the order of one percent at LEP 2.� For �Born 1% should, therefore, be understood as thepresent limit for TU.� This will have to be improved, soon or later, sincebosonic corrections are even larger at higher ener-gies and �1W will cross over �WW at 500 GeV.� Single-W will be one of the major processes at LCto measure not only TGC but alsoMW without colorreconnection.
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The future: LHC electroweak� At LHC, substantial improvements in the precisedetermination of EW parameters, such as1. the W mass;2. the top quark mass;3. the EW mixing-angle;4. vector-boson self-couplings;5. the mass of the Higgs boson,will become feasible, providing the basis for addi-tional consistency tests of the SM or its extensions,in particular the MSSM.� The precise measurement of the production ofW+W�; W�Z; ZZ; W�; Z; (9)will provide us with the best test of the non-Abelianstructure of the SM. Deviations may come either{ from AC (TGC, QGC) or{ production and decay into vector-boson pairs ofheavy objects.� Therefore, NLO QCDdescription of the vector-bosonpair production is needed.� Finally, vector-boson vertices can be studied in vector-boson scattering and possible alternative scenariosfor the SSB of the EW symmetry can be tested.29


